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INTRODUCTION

The business idea that we intend to research is within concierge industry, offering various

tailored and localized information and services to mid to low-class travelers (Airbnb, 2&3

star hotels).

The services ranges from feedback on hotels/restaurants, advices on good places to

see/visit, upcoming events, or cheapest airport/accommodation/taxi that you can use, all

provided by local guide.

The research first will oversee how this problem is being solved at the moment – what

alternatives are there. Direct competitor would be any company that offers the same

service to the same target group (companies that offer local travel advices). More broadly,

indirect competitors will be all business that offer “similar” service but solve the same

problem (hotels having their own concierge, 3rd parties’ concierge, even “virtual

assistant”).

DIRECT COMPETITORS

There are several attempts to address this idea by several companies. Here we will look at

each of them with some more information.

AIRBNB

Airbnb as a game-changer in hospitality industry has also made effort in the concierge

industry. No point in further discussing them, we focus in their concierge approach.

2011 AIRBNB CONCIERGE

(source) Airbnb now pairs travelers looking to live like a local with an Airbnb Concierge

to provide the premier service they deserve. This service is available for Airbnb guests

anytime they stay in an Airbnb property — 24 hours a day, 7 days a week — allowing

guests to sit back, relax and enjoy their stay by letting someone else sweat the details. To

utilize the Airbnb Concierge, simply dial the number provided along with your reservation.

The lap of local luxury is only a phone call away.

Guests will receive a phone number to dial with each reservation made through the site.

Travelers can call the concierge day or night — "24 hours a day, 7 days a week," according

to Airbnb — for local weather forecasts, show tickets, dinner reservations, flight



assistance, help with medical inquiries and so forth. Presumably, valet parking, laundry

service and baggage assistance is not included (source)

The Airbnb Concierge can help you:

1. Unlock local mysteries

1.1. Research the weather forecast in a new city

1.2. Offer advice on local restaurants and make reservations

1.3. Find stores that offer a product and help with pricing

1.4. Book tickets to local shows, sights, museums or games

2. Ensure stress-free travel

2.1. Organize last-minute return travel

2.2. Rebook flights

2.3. Book rental cars or airport pickups

2.4. Roadside assistance

3. Plan logistics

3.1. Answer questions about foreign entry requirements

3.2. Find the nearest ATM or help convert currency

3.3. File police reports or replace lost or stolen credit cards

3.4. Offer directions to the nearest embassy

4. Help with medical needs

4.1. Refill a prescription

4.2. Find the nearest doctor or hospital

4.3. Book car service to pick up or drop off at hospital

4.4. Find urgent care facilities in close proximity



2014 AIRBNB IN-APP “LOCAL COMPANION”

(source) Over the last few weeks, Airbnb has been testing a new feature called “Local

Companion” that connects you with real people that live at your holiday destination and

allows you to ask questions like ‘where’s the best sushi?’

The feature, which only appears for people who are invited to a private beta, appears in the

Airbnb inbox for iOS and allows you to ask any questions, like a concierge service but

instead connects you to normal people at your destination. From your Airbnb inbox, you’re

able to ask anything such as “where’s the best place to eat” or “can you get me tickets for

the sold out Oakland A’s game tonight” and the new service pledges it’ll do its best to get

you what you want.

The trial started in San Francisco, and expected to grow globally. It’s not clear how

Airbnb finds these people yet, but it seems likely it pays them a small fee for

answering questions.

It’s not clear when the new feature will be available for all, with the instructions pointing

out that it’s being shared with “select travelers” and is in beta phase so that it can be

improved based on user experiences. If Local Companion does launch for all, it’ll be a

great way to get the best insider knowledge when you’re visiting somewhere new.

2015 AIRBNB INTRODUCES “JOURNEYS” SERVICE

(source) Airbnb is testing a major new offering: taking care of booking your entire trip, so

you can experience a new city with locals showing you around.



“We’re reinventing travel—again—and we’d love you to be a part of history. During the

first two weeks of December, we’re piloting a new Airbnb experience: handcrafted trips.

We’re extending a limited number of invitations to friends of friends and travelers who are

excited to explore the city of San Francisco in an entirely new way – with the locals who

live here.”

It invited those users to test its new Journeys service which touts “handcrafted trips” to

cities around the world, starting with San Francisco, offering adventures in the city

organized by Airbnb for a flat fee.

CONCIERGE AMSTERDAM

(source) They are specialized for Amsterdam. Concierge Amsterdam, brought to you by

experienced service-professionals, who provide their clients with that most valuable of all

commodities: time. Our local team shares a big passion for Amsterdam and they would

love to share it with you. Using extensive local knowledge, a top-notch network and a

finely tuned antenna for the needs of those ready to savour our unique city, we offer

concierge services to all those who prefer their private or business trips hassle-free and rich

in quality. When you don’t have a lot of time, you need to experience the best of

Amsterdam. Let us be your filter - we will cut down the mundane and enhance the wow-

factor of your visit to Amsterdam.

Concierge Amsterdam can get you the best seats, the best tables, the best rooms and

overall VIP treatment. In addition, we can organize custom-made outings, tours, visits and

experiences at a moment’s notice and at the flick of a wrist. Why? How? It all comes from

intimately knowing our city, fundamentally understanding the traveler’s needs and having

built a steady network since our start in 2006.

Through our efficient, highly personalized and knowledgeable services, we can make your

life easier by making the world a smaller place. Let us take care of your itinerary, while

you can focus on what’s important. One thing is certain — you will get what you wish for.

Our value is best demonstrated by the high percentage of returning clients we have

welcomed back, and by the glowing referrals they provide to their fellow associates. The

appreciation we get is all the fuel we need to ensure that our new clients will get the 5-star

treatment they deserve. Best of all, our services are available 24/7/365, we guarantee a

response time of 3 hours and are just a phone call away. Contact us and we will be pleased

to discuss your requirements — and address them.



ROOMFILLA

Roomfila is UK and Thailand-based startup (established July 2014) that operates

as a third-party property manager, helping property investors get higher returns on
their property through short-term rentals on up to 15 sites like Airbnb, Wimdu and
Travelmob. It also offers a concierge service where guests can obtain high-margin
premium services such as a minibar, laundry, car rental and tour packages.
(source)

Their main focus is the
vacation renting business, but
in order to differentiate from
other competitors, they offer
very personalized concierge
services. The offer beverage
waiting when you arrive, ferry
organized for you, or taxi
transfers. They have limited
personalized services, but
they are start-up and yet
expected to grow. Here is
their Airbnb profile.

BELLHOP

BellHop is NYC startup that plan to expand internationally in 2017. They have an app that

claims personal concierge.

It gives access to local restaurant reservation, local transportation, local food delivery and

local tours and activities. Their initial beta testing is NYC. Their business model is that

they don’t charge to clients, but they take a % from the partners network.

MAGNISES

(source) This is membership based community that offers local guide services. Magnises

members are diverse and influential millennials, who are all looking to maximize their time

in the city they call home.



Their powerful concierge tool provides real-time, personalized recommendations, allowing

you to access hidden gems in your city at a moment’s notice. The app has a 3 day free trial.

The membership costs 250$ per year.

LOCAL EXPERT BY EXPEDIA

Expedia is another hospitality giant that is also competing on concierge market. They have

the Local Expert.

“Let Local Expert® help you plan, reserve, and book activities at home or when you travel.

Experience everything your location has to offer. Find tours, attractions, tickets, and much

more! “

It currently covers only 2 locations: Hawaii and Orlando. Surprisingly, when clicked, thy

take you to Expedia, under the “Things to Do” tab. They even have site for “Join Expedia

Local Expert”. Maybe this is their future plan for expansion.

TEN GROUP – GLOBAL CONCIERGE SERVICE

(source) Ten Group is a Global concierge service that offers various services to high-net-

worth members. Although they are not within the same market segment – their services are

quite the same, especially within Lifestyle and travel concierge.

(Taken from their website) More than two million affluent, high-net-worth members

around the world rely on Ten’s concierge service to support them with everything from the

ordinary to the extraordinary. Our lifestyle managers are available around the clock and

can organize anything that our members lack the time, expertise or contacts to plan

themselves. It’s our main engagement tool and our corporate clients reap the rewards of a

more engaged, loyal customer base.

The only limit to our concierge service is our members imagination and we will take on

any request, provided it is legal and ethical.

We ensure our members feel at home wherever they are in the world and our teams of

lifestyle managers are based in 17 wholly-owned global offices and speak 24 languages

between them.

Their concierge service covers all travel and lifestyle sectors, including:



Travel

Our members have access to a 24/7 travel service, staffed by passionate, experienced

specialists. Whether it’s an once-in-a-lifetime around the world trip, a short haul business

trip or a week-long family holiday, our lifestyle managers can recommend and book the

perfect getaway.

Through our exclusive relationships with all the world’s top airlines, car hire companies,

tens of thousands of our member’s favorites hotels and destination management suppliers

we have access to the best fares and rates on the market and typically beat published rates

offered by other travel agents. We aim to always be able to offer better prices than the

airlines own websites.

Our members also have access to exclusive benefits at the world’s top hotels through our

Global Hotel Collection and prices that are an amazing 10% below the best prices on the

internet. Our members enjoy directly negotiated rates with our Global Flight Service.

Our Travel team is completely independent, ABTA bonded and ATOL protected – and

with IATA licenses on 3 continents.

We also offer on the ground support and our global reach means that members enjoy local

knowledge wherever they are on earth.

Dining

Each of our restaurant specialists has a genuine passion for eating out and expertise in a

specific type of cuisine. They have strong working relationships with maitre d’s and

managers at the world’s top restaurants, meaning that they can often access tables which

aren’t usually available to the general public, and many venues offer our members

complimentary drinks and courses. Find out more about our Global Dining Programme

here.

With new restaurants opening each week, we keep on top of all the latest news and can

arrange reservations for opening nights and soft launches. We can book the chef's table in

many of the top restaurants or even arrange for a Michelin-starred chef to cater for a

private dinner party.

Entertainment

Our lifestyle managers have direct access to a live allocation of music, sport and theatre

tickets, which is not available to the public. Our members tell us what they would like to



see in advance of the on-sale date and we make the booking on the day. In this way, we

give our members the opportunity to purchase tickets for popular events that are not

available to the general public.

We are experts at getting our members into hospitality and VIP areas at major

tournaments, races and contests. We also specialise in arranging additional benefits to

enhance the experience of the day.

Retail

Our shopping specialists are experts at tracking down items for members at the best price

available. We use our huge pool of contacts, which we have built up and refined over the

years, to ensure our members receive the best standard of service possible. We keep an eye

and an ear out on the latest fashion trends and what piece of jewellery is going to be the

next must-have item.

All the lifestyle managers in the Retail team are incredibly passionate about their work and

can recommend and source the perfect gift for every occasion. We also work with personal

shoppers and stylists to ensure our members always look and feel at their best.

Home services

We can assist members who are looking to hire someone to help them with any element of

the home. We have a network of trusted window cleaners, general cleaners, domestic staff

such as chauffeurs and security guards, removal services, as well as everything in between.

Our supplier base has developed and matured over the past years to offer our members

guaranteed quality and value. Whether a member's planning a home extension or simply

needs some DIY advice, our specialists have the industry experience and contacts to help.

OTHER

 Quintessentially Lifestyle, have a membership based travel concierge services. It

provides its Members with exclusive luxury travel concierge services in the most

luxurious and exotic destinations on earth. You can ask Quintessentially Lifestyle

to book your entire holiday from start to finish, or simply seek expert advice on

restaurants, once you've landed. Quintessentially Lifestyle can be there every step

of the way, should you so wish.



 Altitude.Black is membership based business that offers premium experience to

their members.  They have an app that is specialized for Concierge. With just a few

taps on your iPhone, you can contact Westpac Concierge to request assistance with

everything from restaurant reservations or booking tickets to the latest shows to

recommendations on things to see and do whilst abroad.

 Google Map Maker, a wholly-separate tool from Google Maps, allows you to add

or edit the local information that you know, including local businesses, roads,

parks, pathways, college campuses and more. Google enabled this tool to enable

users with local information. In the age of crowd-sourced data, Map Maker allows

for a collaborative mapping environment which combines a community of users

whose local knowledge help to better map the whole world. All of this

interconnected data eventually finds its way into the full array of Google's products,

such as Maps, Google Earth, Panoramio and Google Maps for Mobile devices. As a

user or as a business, you can use Google Map Maker to create a better experience

for other local users, including potential customers for local businesses. For

example, without having to directly verify a business listing, you could ensure the

forms of payments, business hours, or even the building's footprint are all accurate.

A first-time a Map Maker user can make edits to the map, but the edits may require

review and approval before the edits will be published. Once a Map Maker user has

made a few more approved edits, most of the subsequent edits will go live

automatically. However, some types of edits or edits in specific regions will always

require review, regardless of how experienced the "mapper" is. In addition, some

edits may require multiple reviews before the edits appear on Google Maps.



INDIRECT COMPETITORS

This is more broad view, because we can look at the concierge industry from different

perspectives, in this section we will make an overview of:

1. Companies that offer admin services

2. Hotels owning their own concierge services

3. 3rd party platforms for mobile concierge service

COMPANIES THAT OFFER ADMIN SERVICES

There are many companies that offer kind of “Virtual Assistants”, people that are

SMS/click/call away ready to help you with your business, travel, or home needs. These

personal services are mostly into food and grocery industry, but there are several

companies that work within the local travel guide as well.

M – VIRTUAL ASSISTANT BY FACEBOOK

(source where the article is taken) Facebook’s new virtual assistant for Messenger, M, is

pretty darn impressive. It can arrange to have flowers delivered. It can warn you that it’s

likely to rain. It can snag you hard-to-find tickets to the upcoming “Star Wars” movie. At

this point, M can do pretty much everything an actual human assistant might be able to do,

short of picking up your dry cleaning. (Although it could arrange to have it delivered!)

That’s great news for Facebook. The company is rolling out M as a way to keep people

using Messenger and, eventually, get them shopping inside of it. An assistant to make that

easier will certainly grease the skids on those efforts.

But there’s actually a simple reason for why M is so advanced. For the most part, M is

much more human than it is software. Or rather, it’s powered by actual humans much more

than it is by software. The artificial intelligence technology used to power M is still in a

very early stage, which means that while the system is learning some of the basic responses

for popular requests, human moderators handle the bulk of the interactions with actual

users, according to Facebook’s chief technology officer Mike Schroepfer.

“It’s primarily powered by people,” Schroepfer explained. “But those people are

effectively backed up by AIs. The idea here is, you can ask it any question, not just the set

of questions that it’s capable of. The thing that’s cool about this is it gives us a much wider

training set, like what are the things people actually want it to help them [with].” In other



words, making it human-powered versus machine-powered allows Facebook to get a more

authentic glimpse at how people want to use the product.

Right now, Facebook is training M with supervised learning, a process where the computer

learns by example from what human trainers teach it. If a user asks A, you respond B.

Eventually, the idea is that M will know enough to operate without a human handler.

Facebook has a team of people building neural networks — applications that help

machines think and act like humans — and many of those applications are already live

inside of M, Schroepfer says. That doesn’t mean that M will fly solo any time soon. The

feature is only available to a small group of beta testers in Silicon Valley, and the

technology needs to become much less human-dependent before Facebook passes it out

more broadly, Schroepfer said. “The reason this is exciting is it’s scalable,” he added. “We

cannot afford to hire operators for the entire world to be their personal assistant.”

MY ASSISTANT

MyAssistant is a platform that provides personalized help. Their in-country contact-center

ambassadors are on the job 24/7/365, taking personal-assistance requests from any device

and responding via the most appropriate channel, from phone to text to tweet.

Their services are:

1. Travel

1.1. Roadside Assistance

1.2. Transportation Services/Arrangements

1.3. Plane Reservations

1.4. Rental Car

1.5. Taxi/Limousine

1.6. Driving Directions

1.7. Traffic/Weather Reports

1.8. Lost/Delayed Baggage Assistance

1.9. Lost-Item Assistance

1.10. Destination Research



1.11. Currency Exchange

1.12. Foreign Entry Requirements

1.13. Travel Documentation Assistance

1.14. Immunization Information

1.15. Travel Warnings/Advisories

1.16. Translation Service

1.17. Fuel-Prices Research

2. Concierge

2.1. Hotel & Restaurant Reservations

2.2. Entertainment Referral/Reservations

2.3. Activities Research/Reservations

2.4. Shopping Recommendations

2.5. Product Comparisons

2.6. Social/Event Planning

2.7. Gift Ordering/Research

2.8. Cleaning and Laundry

2.9. Spa and Salon Referral

3. Contact Center

4. Medical

5. Miscellaneous

MAGIC

Magic is a Sillicon Valley startup. They have a number where you can text whatever you

want or need, and their job is to do it. The examples range from pizza order, to actually

buying a car. Of particular interest is their Magic+ service which is renting an assistant for

100$/h. you can do anything from the extravagant (order on-demand private charters, buy

out of stock items, complete an item on your "bucket list") to perfecting the basics



(handling your email, calendar, research and other business matters). Here are few

examples of what the service can do:

GOODSERVICE

GoodService is an Indian start-up that gives users in India a personal assistant in their

smartphone. The Delhi-based app just scored seed funding of $1.6 million from Sequoia

Capital, which it will use to increase the size of its engineering and operations teams. (link)

GoodService is not travel related, but if you need a local insight into India, you can use the

service. There are several other India-based services that can be seen here.

HOTELS OFFERING THEIR OWN CONCIERGE SERVICES

Many hotels/resorts organize concierge services within their

premises or chain of locations. This enables them to extend the

reach to the guests, offering them additional services, mobile

applications for direct correspondence, and more tailored and

personalized service.

Hospitality marketers’ recent embracing of mobile technology has

prompted many hotel brands to employ their own or third-party

concierge solutions to drive room service ordering and easy

communication with staff in a bid to personalize guest stays even

more. Customers will no doubt have their moods elevated at the

option of pressing a button and having a drink delivered to their

poolside seats, a tactic which may increase long-term loyalty with the hotel and perhaps



prompt favorable reviews. If guests at the Hyatt Regency Bellevue want the concierge to

make a reservation at one of the hotel’s restaurants, they can text the request into the

Connect CMS platform, where a staff member will answer as soon as possible (Source)

There are many examples of hotels/resorts that have digitalized their concierge services:

 Conrad Hotels have their own app that gives the guests a more personal control at a

fingertips.  The apps help at:

o Dining reservations

o Hotel info

o Pre-arrival services

o Room services

o Concierge

 QT Sydney have app that is dedicated for visitor’s needs. The QT Sydney

Concierge application is your ticket to everything that’s hot in Sydney. Be in the

know about everything, from the newest and hottest clubs and bars, to one-off gigs

and events. Always ready with the answer, and with just one swish of your fingers

you can be on your way to that secret spot that only a few know about. The QT

Concierge App is ready to rock on all mobile devices, including Android, Windows

and Apple.

 There are several others that needs to be processed Link – Link - Link – Link

3RD PARTY PLATFORMS FOR MOBILE CONCIERGE SERVICE

Experts also suggest that teaming up with a third-party

vendor is a smarter solution than marketers attempting to

create their own branded experience, although SMS can

still play a critical role. While some hotel brands may

have the necessary technological team and infrastructure

to develop their own concierge solutions, most would be

better-suited to using a third-party vendor for the job.

There are several platforms that are currently out there:



 Alice app. It is an integrated platform that offers a unified service management

system – enabling hotels to get access to mobile technology for their guests. On

January 2016, the company raised $9.5 million with travel titan Expedia serving as

the lead in the round, to consolidate hotel operations into a user friendly platform

that can be managed with a phone (source). Their reference: Gansevoort Hotel

Group, Standard Hotels, Bespoke Hotels, Sixty Hotel Group, Shangri-La’s Hotel

Jen, The Setai, etc. (source)

 VegoKey. The company received 1$ million investment in

September 2015. They offer an in-app, white-labeled chat

tool that lets guests use text communication to get

questions answered rather than having to correspond with

the front desk. They can: 1) Chen-in, 2) Select Room, 3)

Keyless entry, 4) Concierge messaging, 5) Check-out and

6) E-mail invoice.

 Monscierge. One of their client is Orlando’s Caribe

Royale Resort (their app), Marriott Wardman Park Hotel,

Hyatt Regency, Holiday Inn,  and many other  (source)

 Digital Concierge is another app provider with focus on

small hotels, B&B and apartments. Their mobile app

platform will automatically answer most commonly asked questions. The price is

tied to the number of rooms, starting from 99Eur per year for 1-10 rooms, to

649Eur per year for more than 50 rooms.

 There are several other that needs to be processed Link – Link - Link - Link – Link

- Link



MARKET DATA

For the market data we’ve decided to do 2 approaches:

1. Look for hotel concierge apps and look them up on Google Playstore. We will look
for the search term “concierge” on Play Store and we will record the first 30
applications and their number of downloads. This way we can look at the most
relevant 30 applications, how many downloads they have, what grades they have,
and who is the publisher.

2. Look at the freely available travel portals – TripAdvisor, lonelyplanet.com,
getyourgude.com, etc. in order to see how many people use them – to plan their
own trips.



GOOGLE PLAYSTORE

No Application
Name Link Country Company Short description Installs Rating #Rati

ng

1 Concierge Link China
GMO
Concierge
Co. Ltd

App appeared to cover the "now" of China!
City guide app that can be used for tourism and business trip and local
resident life to Shanghai, Beijing, Dalian, Hong Kong.
Ofers looking for shops, restaurants, reading, deals, etc

500-
1000 3.7 0

2 The Digital
Concierge Link NL The Digital

Concierge BV

Welcome to TheDigitalConcierge app, the app providing you with tips
from your local host, with all best kept secrets not described in ordinary
city guides!
This app does not suggest which B&B to book, but services those people
already knowing where to go, but eager to find the hotspots advised by
locals.

You can use this app after entering the code you received from the
hotel, B&B or apartment service you have booked. After entering the
code, you will be able to see all personal recommendations of the owner
or staff.

5000-
10000 4.3 23

3 Conrad
Concierge Link Worldwi

de
Hilton
Worldwide

services at over 20 Conrad hotels and resorts worldwide

After a morning run, breakfast arrives in your room when you do
• Book a relaxing spa treatment
• Arrange your airport transportation
• Choose any one of our three designer bath amenities
• Schedule your wakeup call while you’re out to dinner

10000-
50000 3.4 149



4

ALICE -
Hotel App
&
Concierge

Link USA Alice Inc

We are a system that places your hotel in the palm of your hand.
FEATURES
- Still on the road? - Pre-order room service so it arrives when you do.
- Want to see the city? Have the valet bring your car exactly when you
need it.
- Want a table for dinner? - Make a reservation on mobile through
concierge.
- Vacation almost over? - Carry ALICE with you and use it at other
partner hotels as we expand our network.

1000-
5000 3.9 31

5
Narita
Concierge
NariCo

Link Japan

Narita
International
Airport
Corporation

Application that works as concierge specifically for the Narita Airport 5000-
10000 3.7 52

6 Lexus
Concierge Link Saudi

Arabia
Lexus- Abdul
Latif Jameel

The concierge service application shall be used by the Lexus guests
having a valid subscription to ALJ-L!nk Wi-Fi solution. The guest shall use
the Concierge application on the Smartphone to establish a voice call
with a concierge agent. The agent shall handle the various request of
the customer like ticket booking, hotel booking, POI destination search,
etc.

500-
1000 4.5 15

7
Fairmont
Hotels &
Resorts

Link Worldwi
de

Fairmont
Hotels &
Resorts

Fairmont Hotels concierge app. Key Features Include:
Fairmont President's Club:
- Portable access to our exclusive guest recognition program
- Login directly from your phone
- Manage reservations, history and enjoy many benefits from anywhere
Destination Guide:
- Uses GPS technology to learn about the area around your hotel
- Find restaurants, events, shopping and more
- Provides exact directions whether you’re walking or driving
- Check weather forecasts, dining info, resort maps and more

5000-
10000 3.9 52



8 Concierge Link Australi
a

Corporate
Interactive

A complimentary app for clients of our specialist travel consultancies.
Key features include;

Interactive Itinerary
Online check in
Real-time location based travel alerts
Up to the minute weather information
Up to the minute Currency conversions
Map details of hotel & destination
Keep track of Travel expenses as you go
Store receipts via photo
Export expense report, including receipts and add notes as you go
Past itineraries history stored for reference

100-
500 3 2

9
Novotel
Virtual
Concierge

Link US & EU Monscierge
LLC

This mobile App allows Novotel to share its expertise and
recommendations with guests, in order to facilitate their stay and
enhance their experience. It provides a wealth of tools to help guests
discover the Brand, navigate the hotel and the local area including
suggestions for restaurants, attractions and more, which have been
selected by the hotel, local maps, live flight and weather information. It
also contains information related to the hotels’ services (contact details,
opening hours, pictures..), and for fun, social postcards which allow
guests to communicate with friends and family via email or Facebook.

1000-
5000 4.4 53

10
Luxury by
Concierge
Hotels

Link Worldwi
de Cardola Ltd

Concierge Hotels built an exclusive portfolio of over 100 hotels in
Mauritius, Rodrigues, Seychelles, Reunion Island, Maldives, Madagascar,
Sri Lanka - and soon Zanzibar, Comoros, and Mayotte – to cater for your
needs and desires but we also offer unique privilege services packaged
with transfers and excursions, all for an affordable luxury experience in
the wider Indian Ocean.

You’re used to personalized luxury services? You like to be pampered?
You pay attention to details? You’ve got high standards? Well then, stop
looking, you’ve found your one stop shop for your next holidays.

100-
500 5 24



Consider yourselves warned though: Once you try Concierge Hotels,
there is no going back!

11 e-concierge Link Singapo
re

Compcierge
Asia Pte Ltd

Create your own branded and customized App to promote your Hotel
property and services on your guests' mobile devices, iPad, iPhone,
Android - Tablet. Directly engage with your guests, make dining
reservations, book a show, stay in touch with concierge, with
confirmations all "on the go". Highlight special offers/deals with real-
time updates, travel content, and create a seamless mobile guest
experience.

100-
500 5 1

12 CONCIERGE Link N/A AppBlueprint
s.com

PLEASE CHECK BACK OFTEN FOR OFFERS IN YOUR CITY!
Your concierge will guide you to the area's best attractions, local events
and shopping discounts. Make sure you don't miss a thing with your
personal "Concierge"!

1000-
5000 3 6

13 Concierge
ToGo Link US HospitalityVis

ion

When you stay at one of our participating hotels, you have a full-time
personal, digital, virtual concierge assist you 24/7.
Use Concierge ToGo to tour your hotel, explore hotel amenities, hotel
happenings, your conference meeting times, order room service, book
your spa visit, check meeting times, download agendas/schedules, book
your next room or meeting space, connect with the hotel on Facebook,
Trip Advisor and other rewards programs, email/text your concierge for
a pillow, request a wake up call, find local maps, rent a bike, discover
bike trails, play games, order entertainment, check out nightlife and
discover the best local places to shop, eat and play. NEW: You can even
share a beautiful, free digital postcard from your hotel instantly with

500-
1000 4 6



Postcard ToGo

14 Palazzo
Versace Link Dubai GFI

Technology

Palazzo Versace Dubai mobile app for an inspiring and well-informed
guide during your stay in Dubai. With this app you can:
• Check availability and book your stay
• Go on a visual tour of the hotel in the “Gallery” section
• Receive real-time alerts on events at our restaurants and bars
• Receive updates on what’s happening in and around the hotel
• View recommendations and tips from our Concierge on where to
shop, dine and visit in Dubai
• View and use interactive maps to navigate your way around Dubai
• Make a restaurant reservation or book a spa treatment

1000-
5000 4.9 28



15 BeeLine VIP
Concierge Link BeeLine

As your private concierge, BeeLine is your all access pass to top
restaurants and clubs that are hard to get into. Pick from free guest list
to premium VIP reservations.

As a demand based concierge, there is a fee for prime time arrival and
free reservations off-prime time arrival.
- Every time you book you are identified as a VIP
FEATURES:
+ Find a hand selected restaurant
+ Find a nightclub
+ Narrow your search by group size or location
+ Set up your personal dining preferences such as your favorite drink or
your dietary restrictions
+ GPS Activated Ticket for down to the minute directions
+ Grab an Uber
+ Become a “Gold Star” member for special rewards by booking more!

500-
1000 4.7 13

16 C-
Concierge Link Japan

Toyota
Corolla
Kanagawa

official App Toyota Corolla Kanagawa Provided "C-Concierge (Sea
Concierge)"!

5000-
10000 3.9 35

17 Accident
Concierge Link Banglad

esh AppsRex Accident Concierge is a referral and assistance program for people who
are in accidents and need immediate help "10-50" 5 5

18 Zuma
Concierge Link Russia WelcomeApp

.ru

With the application Zuma Concierge you can reserve a table, leave a
review about the visit to the restaurant directly to the head, as well as
get acquainted with the upcoming events in different rooms - karaoke, a
patio and a children's room.

100-
500 4.8 5

19
The
Venetian |
The Palazzo

Link US Las Vegas
Sands

official mobile app for The Venetian® and The Palazzo®.

With over 7000 spacious suites, designer shopping, world-class dining,
and incredible entertainment, the Venetian Palazzo Pocket Concierge™
will escort you through these award winning resorts as well as provide
you with exclusive offers right in the palm of your hands. Download to
experience The Venetian and The Palazzo in a whole new way.

10000-
50000 3.7 127



20
Quintessen
tially
Lifestyle

Link UK Quintessenti
ally Lifestyle

With a presence in over 60 cities around the globe, Lifestyle Managers
on hand 24/7/365 and an award-winning concierge service,
Quintessentially Lifestyle is your passport to the very best life has to
offer, and now, all of this is available on your tablet or smart phone.
What's so special about the Quintessentially Lifestyle App?
• Discover personalised content which has been tailored to your tastes
• Introducing ‘Around me’ geo located search, presenting you with the
finest and most exclusive places to eat, sleep and party close to your
current location
• Quintessentially Lifestyle Members will have access to the most
exclusive opportunities and benefits
• Short of time? Quintessentially Lifestyle Members can place requests
on the go with 24/7 assistance with direct notifications and offers from
their Lifestyle Manager
• Exclusive recommendations and insider knowledge to help you
experience the ultimate in luxury lifestyle around world

10000-
50000 3.9 203

21 Concierge Link N/A innApplicatio
ns

IA Concierge is a full featured, in room concierge system to support
Innkeepers and enhance the guest experience.
If you already have an account with InnApplications, simply download
the application and enter your username and password to get started
seeing your information on your iPad. Otherwise, sign up and find out if
this app is for you.

"5-10" 0 0

22
My
Weather
Concierge

Link N/A My Weather
Concierge®

Not really relevant. Find your very own weather expert! Select a local
My Weather Concierge® forecaster, and receive your hyper-local
forecast, updated by our forecasters, throughout the day

1000-
5000 3.6 28

23 Elite
Concierge Link Singapo

re
Fav Apps Pte
Ltd

Not enough time? Need help to complete tasks? Let Elite Concierge be
your personal assistant. Buy back your precious time so you can get back
to enjoying what means most to you.

We promise to deliver quality and efficient concierge service for all your
personal and corporate needs. Be it fetching your clients, personal

"10-50" 0 0



shopping service or even being your personal tour guide, you name it,
we do it.

24 Leverage
Concierge Link US ACI Specialty

Benefits Inc.

Available exclusively for Leverage Concierge clients, employees and
family members, ACI’s Leverage Concierge App offers virtual personal
assistance and concierge services at your fingertips. From planning the
exotic vacation of a lifetime to finding a last-minute babysitter for date
night, let Leverage Concierge handle it. Your Concierge Specialist is
ready to make life easier and help you save time, money and stress with
the following benefits and services:
• Discounted movie and theme park tickets
• Party and event planning and consultation
• Vacation planning and travel arrangements
• Exclusive discounts for gift baskets, flowers and personalized gifts
• Reservations for hotels, restaurants and shows/concerts
• Child care, elder care and pet care referrals
• Legal and financial consultation
• Housing search and moving assistance
• Car rental arrangement and transportation referrals
• Home and auto repair and maintenance referrals
• Personal services referrals and resources

100-
500 0 0



25
Aspire
Lifestyles
Concierge

Link Worldwi
de

International
SOS

Aspire Lifestyles Concierge app is your personal concierge on the go.
From making a reservation at the hottest restaurant in town to booking
front row seats right where the action is, you can trust our Concierge
Consultants to make it happen.
No matter where you find yourself in the world, this service is available
24/7/365, to help fulfil all your requests with a simple touch. Through a
seamless and integrated interaction with our Concierges, turn your
everyday request into an amazing experience.
Concierge Services include:
- Hotel recommendation and room booking
- Restaurant recommendation and table booking
- Event recommendation and ticket bookings
- Sourcing and arranging for floral
- Any other requests

100-
500 4.8 4

26 Peacock
Concierge Link Asia

Peacock
Concierge
LLC

Peacock Concierge is a lifestyle management firm that works for you.
The Peacock experience is more than a service; it’s a lifestyle. A lifestyle
where you can always focus on the bigger picture, and let us worry
about the little details. Scheduling? Done. Delivery? On it. Booking? Not
a problem. Comfort? Security? Luxury? Guaranteed. No matter where
you are and what you do, the Peacock team is here to make your life
easier. Because one thing is for sure: whether you’re a jetsetting, fast-
paced business owner or an overwhelmed and overworked caregiver,
you deserve peace of mind. You deserve professionalism. You deserve
luxury. You deserve the Peacock experience.

50-100 5 4

27 CaféWell
Concierge Link US Welltok, Inc.

CaféWell Concierge™, powered by IBM Watson®, is an application that
guides and inspires you to be healthier. Receive personalized
recommendations that will help you achieve optimal health and get the
most out of your health plan benefits.

500-
1000 5 1

28 BT
Concierge Link Turkey Asay Unable to understand the turkish translation to English 50-100 5 1



29 iKnow
Concierge Link US iKnow

Concierge

iKnow Concierge is City guide application for Boston, Washington,
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Miami, Dallas, Houston, Miami Beach, Chicago,
Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Honolulu and Athens city.
Feature:
* Multi linguistic curated concierge guide with mobile capabilities such
as making a reservation or booking ticket to a show or a city tour.
* Unique easy to use user interface...also helps people how to get from
one place to another from any destination using various types of
transportation.
*One-stop shopping for all visitor and traveler needs. Unique, user-
friendly, multilinguistic concierge guide with mobile capabilities to make
reservations, book tickets or get from place-to-place using various types
of transportation.

50-100 5 6

30 Paris
Concierge Link France Hotelcloud

Discover all of our activities & services available via the app.
Book local cultural, family, or romantic activities at all time of the day.
Explore Paris’ best areas with the application’s tailor made local guide.
The best state of mind with your Paris Concierge app.

"10-50" 0 0

From the 30 companies on Play Store we can make several conclusions:
 Looking at the number of downloads, the majority of them are within 100-5.000 downloads (53%), and 23% are within 5-100 downloads and another 23% within

5.000-50.000 downloads.
 It is interesting to note that from the 3 apps that have 5.0000-50.000 downloads, one is very similar to our business model (you leave your interests and they get

back to you with local guide), located in UK (web). The other 2 are Worldwide Hotels personal concierge (one is Hilton hotels, the other is Venetian Hotels).
 Although there were many hotel related applications, there were applications that were oriented toward city (not depending on hotel). For example, the first

application covers city guide, tourism and business trips and local resident life in China major cities.



ANALYSIS OF TRAVEL PORTALS REGARDING CONCIERGE USAGE

With this search we will try to find website that offer local guide services, in order to see

how big is the market. This can be either through any statistic on how used are the services

or how many local guides have subscribed. In addition we will look for websites that help

travelers plan their trip.

I found an interesting article that gives practical example why local guide is useful: “If

you’re spending a while in a destination, hire a guide early in your trip. You’ll get an

orientation to the city, and you’ll learn time- and money-saving tips. Guides can point out

good restaurants, give shopping advice, and provide transportation and sightseeing tips. In

St. Petersburg, I learned how to avoid ticket lines at the Hermitage by buying them at the

machines in the courtyard. In Istanbul, my guide took me to a local market to shop for

spices (instead of at the touristy, overpriced Spice Market).”

In Europe, the farther east you travel, the cheaper it is to hire a guide. In places like Prague

or Poland, for about $35 an hour, you can get a guide and companion who is expert at

giving meaning to your wandering. Another example, states that on average, it is 70$ per

hour. In London, they’ve paid $470 to have a guide for the entire day (including admission,

and transportation).

During the initial research, we were surprised to find out that there are many websites and

platforms that offer local guide services. For measurement purposes, where available, we

were looking for local guides in Paris and New York in order to see visitors or local guides

(it is too much time consuming to cover more, so 1 from EU and 1 from USA.

 Tripbod.com - it is a TripAdvisor company since 2014 and is a global community

of local experts, helping TripAdvisor travelers plan their perfect trip. Looks very

similar to your concept. As TripAdvisor (Via Tripbod) is inviting people to:

participate in sharing their favorite places and uncover hidden local gems, give

recommendations for various activities and locations, to create rich, hyper local

content about the neighborhoods of a city, and assisting Tribod with localization of

the site and auditing of projects.

 LeapLocal.org – Leap Local puts travelers in touch with recommended local

guides. It has a total of 457 locals, but 157 of them were from Peru (39%) while



other countries had very little locals – France has 1, USA has 15. You can also

filter per type of activity you are interested, or by language.

 Rent-a-guide – has 15.000 activities in more than 1.000 destinations in 110

countries, and state that have over 250.000 customers (which is remarkable good).

It is a German website.

 GudeAdvisor.com – They offer more than 2000 destinations. In Paris, they have

121 guides, and 295 in New York. You are also able to filter per type of activity.

 PrivateGuide.com – is another platform for finding local guides. It has 1080 locals

on board. The best local is from Mexico, and has rating of 2710. In Paris there are

12 locals, and in New York has 3 locals.

 Rent-a-friend - RentAFriend.com is a website that allows you to rent local Friends

from all over the world. You can rent a local Friend to hang out with, go to a movie

or restaurant with, or someone to go with you to a party or event. Rent a friend to

teach you a new skill or hobby, or to show you around an unfamiliar town.

Although it has broad usage, the main usage is for people who travel to a new city

and can hire a local to show them around town.

 Viator – founded in 2008, it covers 15 countries (only their capitals). I am including

for each country the number of locals as well as how many booking has the best

one, in order to provide an overview per country, how many local service providers

are there, and how many times the best one is being used.

o France (have 166 local guides) – the best one has 98 bookings

o Greece (have 108 local guides) – the best one has 151 bookings

o Italy (have 438 local guides) – the best one has 155 bookings

o Spain (have 212 local guides) – the best one has 75 bookings

o Brazil (have 122 local guides) – the best one has 78 bookings

o Turkey (have 355 local guides) – the best one has 113 bookings

o Japan (have 77 local guides) – the best one has 174 bookings

o China (have 295 local guides) – the best one has 227 bookings

o India (have 353 local guides) – the best one has 125 bookings



o South Korea (have 70 local guides) – the best one has 113 bookings

o Malaysia (have 77 local guides) – the best one has 34 bookings

o Thailand (have 152 local guides) – the best one has 223 bookings

o Vietnam (have 147 local guides) – the best one has 139 bookings

o Cambodia (have 100 local guides) – the best one has 170 bookings

o Egypt (have 293 local guides) – the best one has 59 bookings

 Shiroube – it is a platform where locals can advertise to be a guide for travelers,

and travelers can find the right local guide. If you look at their search criteria, you

can fill online filters on what are you interested in (ex. outdoor, art & history, food

& wine, etc.) and can choose preference for the local guide (ex. male/female, age,

etc.) and it will list the shortlisted guides – which you can then directly approach

them. As it is platform, people post their services and fee and It has quite large list

of local guides – 357 pages x 10 per page = 3570 people.

 Who’s my Guide – Nice description: “It is a social community that allows you to

plan your trip with the help of real people in the places you want to visit”. They

have 1.569 guides and you can choose category: Culture, nature, hunting, fishing,

sport, gastronomy, etc. They claim that they don’t take commission.

 ToursByLocals.com – it is Canadian company started in 2008, offering 1.632

guides in 135 countries. They claim that have served 395.321 travelers which

sounds a lot. They have an interactive map with all the positions they cover, and it

really looks like a good coverage. For example for Paris there are 17 local guides,

and the best is with 554 given tours. Another example in US, I took New York, it

had 15 local guides and the best is with 225.

 Like a Local – Their slogan is: “Insider tips & tours by real locals”. They don’t

offer local guides, but offer local tours & activities. In Paris, there are 227 tips, 33

tours by 31 locals: 25 of them are activities, 23 are sightseeing tours, 21 themed

tours, 6 are food and cooking tours, 4 are bars (the number does not match probably

because they duplicate in categories). In New York, there are 177 tips, 0 tours by

17 locals. You can also filter per price range. For each booking you have quite good

description, pricing, and more info (which is perfect for planning purposes). Their

Android app has 10.000-50.000 downloads.



 Tournative – launched in 2014, it is online marketplace connecting travelers to

local guides to facilitate authentic travel experience. It is a travel agency. The

guides are checked by interviews, id verifications and references in order to

guarantee top quality. Once you choose a country, it gives you to choose what type

of tour are you looking for: art, tech, shopping, food, culture, night life, outdoor or

photography. Paris has only 1 tour, while New York had 7.

 Vayable – They cover 10 cities: Paris, Barcelona, Istanbul, Amsterdam, Rome,

London, Athens, Berlin, Dublin and Vienna. Their mission is to enable locals to use

their time and knowledge to earn a living by generating new sources of income. In

Paris there are 150 + events with prices. New York also had a lot (can’t get an exact

number as it is loading 3 by 3). You can filter by interest: Adventure, family, night,

dining, food, shopping, romance, etc.

 Roadtrippers.com – is a very intuitive web that helps you plan your trip. It is based

on Google Maps, and once you set up your trip, you can filter in/out restaurants,

and other events. This is very useful for travelers that travel by car, and want to

have short breaks on interesting locations along the way. Their Android App has

been downloaded 100.000-500.000 times.

 MyDestination.com – Started in 2006 it is a global travel resource that is powered

by a diverse community of hundreds of local experts. They work in: 6 continents,

38 countries, 51 destinations, 16.658 video & virtual tours, 162.469 local tips. Their

website is more like information overview website. Their Android App has 10.000-

50.000 downloads.

 This site shows 24 applications that help you travel like local. For each of them

there is 1-2 paragraphs explain the app purpose.


